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Case Study:

Sycamore
International
ESS Energy
Warehouse™



Sycamore International Achieves Energy Independence and Furthers Sustainable 
Mission with TerraSol-Designed Microgrid Energy Warehouse™ System.

Sycamore International, a renowned Information Technology Asset Disposition 
(ITAD) company, began planning in 2020 for a sustainable power solution that 
would live up to the company’s already sustainability-centric operation.

https://sycamoreinternational.com/


As an ITAD company, Sycamore refurbishes and recycles electronic hardware 
obtained from municipalities, universities, hospitals, and the general public. 

If they can refurbish the hardware, Sycamore removes all data, restores the 
system to its original condition, and sells it in secondary markets. For hardware 
they cannot refurbish, they securely destroy all data and recycle the system 
components.

Through this business model, Sycamore seeks to enable a transition to a global 
circular economy resulting in vast savings, reduced waste, and a greener world.

Steve Figgatt, CEO of Sycamore International, wanted these principles to apply 
to the company’s own power generation as well. 

He began to research ways to completely power his facility with green power as 
well as a green method of providing backup power in the event of grid outages.
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+  Devising and Realizing the Energy Warehouse 

Figgatt commissioned TerraSol Energies to aid in the design and implementation of Sycamore’s 
energy solution. 

He knew that solar could provide him with the power he needed to achieve net-zero, but he did 
not want a fossil fuel generator to provide backup power. 

That in mind, the collaboration began with Sycamore and TerraSol discussing other power 
storage options which could provide backup and demand reduction capability.
 
Lithium battery solutions were readily available, but they come with their own practical and ethical 
concerns, including: 

•   Risk of fire and subsequent fire protection requirements 
•   Need for environmental control systems (HVAC) to keep the system cool in summer and  
    warm in winter
•   Use of toxic minerals that may be mined using child labor in Africa or China
•   End of life concerns as to how to recycle the batteries at the end of their functional life.
•   Limited duration of storage (2 to 4 hours during outages)
•   Expected functional life of 10 years (6000 charge/discharge cycles)

After researching alternative solutions, TerraSol found ESS Inc., the manufacturer of the Energy 
Warehouse Iron Flow Battery. It was the answer to nearly all of the lithium-based concerns, 
offering multiple advantages: 

•   No risk of fire hazards
•   No environmental control systems required 

https://essinc.com/
https://essinc.com/iron-flow-chemistry/
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•   No hazardous materials
•   Expected functional life of 25 years (25,000 charge/discharge cycles)
•   No end-of-life concerns; electrolyte can be neutralized and handled without causing pollution 
•   Long duration storage of 12 to 16 hours 

When the project first began discussions in early 2020, ESS had only a few dozen employees and 
were building about 1 to 2 systems per month. 

Partnering with a small operation for such a large project required a leap of faith – but Figgatt was 
confident in the unique value and benefits of the Energy Warehouse and knew it was the right 
choice for his application. 

Today, ESS has several hundred employees and has increased capacity ten-fold, with further 
capacity increases coming.

+ Taking on Unique Challenges

Of course, no number of perfect choices can prevent a few roadblocks along the way. This project 
presented challenges from both engineering and logistical perspectives.  

TerraSol worked through zoning issues, utility requirements, and the unstable circumstances of 
the Covid pandemic in 2020. 

Next, the project required the total revamping of the site’s entire electrical system. To handle this, 
TerraSol installed a new 150KVA (480V/3 phase) utility transformer and consolidated to one utility 
meter for the site.
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The solar system and the battery are DC-based devices. TerraSol devised a DC-coupled 
connection strategy in which the PV converters are bi-directional. 

The energy from the solar system can thus charge the battery and power the building with only 
one DC-to-AC conversion –the most efficient and cost-effective way to connect the system.

Finally, the project required a power management system which could monitor all the power 
sources and “decide” how to meet loads, charge or discharge the battery, and establish a micro-
grid in the event of a power failure. 

This required interfacing hardware from each vendor so they could work neatly in concert with 
each other.

All told, bringing together all the diverse elements of this project required coordination with four 
major suppliers, the utility company, and the client. 

TerraSol prides itself on tackling unique and challenging projects that expand their capabilities 
and help introduce new technology to the marketplace. 

The Energy Warehouse was no different, and the 114.84kW DC/90kW AC solar system and 
75kW AC/400kWh energy storage Warehouse were completed in summer 2022. 

+ Customer Benefits  

Sycamore has effectively achieved energy independence. The ESS Energy Warehouse and 
solar system is offsetting 93% of their historical energy needs, and as such will not be subject to 
continued escalation of power costs. 

Sycamore also can operate during utility power outages, since the battery can power the entire 
site’s needs.
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“Through collaboration with TerraSol, we identified ESS’s sustainable, American-made 
energy storage technology as the best solution on the market to achieve our climate 
and business operations goals. This solar and energy storage microgrid […] enables 
our facility to operate comfortably with a net zero carbon footprint.” 

– Steve Figgatt, CEO, Sycamore International

TOTAL SYSTEM SIZE
•  Solar System: 114.84kWdc / 90kWac 
•  Energy Storage: 75kWac / 400kWh ESS Energy Warehouse

REDUCES
7.2 tons of CO2 Carbon 
Footprint Reduction/yr

QUICK FACTS  

GENERATES
•  142,700kWh/yr of AC power
•  O�set 93% of historical site power needs

SIZE
264 SunPower E20-435W panels
(on the roof)
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